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Paper 1 Guide

We use the Edexcel/Pearson exam board
1 hours 45 minutes – 1 hour for reading and 45 minutes for
writing.
The timing for this paper will be about two minutes per mark.
For the reading section.
1 fiction text for reading and 1 imaginative writing task.

The text will be from 19th Century.
The text extract might be from an English writer such as Dickens,
or one from outside UK.
There are 4 reading questions and 1 writing task.

Basic
information

The text is about 45-50 lines long.
It is a good idea to read the whole
text through first, quite quickly, to
get the general gist and then read
specifically to answer the questions.
It will always say where the text is
from and who wrote it. Then there is
a very brief summary usually
explaining what has just happened.
There will be a glossary at the
bottom with asterisks for any
particularly difficult words.

The whole extract

Question 1 (1 mark)
Question 2 (2 marks)
Spend no more than 5 minutes on these two
questions.

Write short quotes from the
text to answer the question.
Generally just look for the most
obvious answers and make
sure they are different to each
other.

Question 3 – 6 marks
12 minutes

The Language and Structure Question

This question will ask you how the writer
uses language and structure to achieve a
particular effect or do a certain thing.
In your answer you should write about:
• language features and techniques
• structural techniques
• the effect on the reader.
And support your views with detailed reference to the text
This question is based on a section of the text. You should aim
to find at least 3 pieces of evidence with a balance of
language and structure.

There is a lot of advice on answering this question
including how to use PEE, PETAL, embed quotes
and communicate effects.
• Perhaps most important is that you reference
techniques in this answer. You cannot score more
than 2 out of 6 if you only analyse language or
structure.
• You can score a mid-range mark by looking at
evidence and techniques one by one but for a
higher scoring answer you should look for how
language is used to serve the writer’s intention.
You can use more that one piece of evidence in
any point you make, but keep your quotes short.
• There is a list of techniques you might reference
in two slides.

Carefully read the section of text 1 asked about in question 3. Use a
highlighter to note interesting words, phrases and techniques.

A PETAL paragraph to answer this question.
Ask yourself “how does that moment seem when Florence finds Di?”. Your answers will form the Points of your paragraph(s).
POINT:
Excitement
Exhilaration
Relief
Emotional

EVIDENCE/QUOTES/
REFERENCES:

‘continually stopping, in the midst of
a thousand extravagances’
‘rough, old, loving, foolish head‘
‘stopped short’; ‘wheeled about’;
‘bounded’
Some long sentences
‘‘Oh, Di!’’
‘How could I ever leave you, Di, who
would never leave me?’

TECHNIQUES:

ANALYSIS

Hyperbole
Adjective chains/lists
Active verbs
Complex multiclause sentences
Punctuation/
Exclamation marks
Rhetorical question

illustrate Di’s exuberance
to capture Florence’s feelings for the
dog
To convey the energy
mirrors the constant movement of
the dog:
indicate the intensity of her feeling
Conveys the closeness between her
and the dog and her relief as we hear
her thoughts

LINK to the reader

and/or the question
The uses of x, y and z
serves to create a sense
of intense energy and
emotion when she finds
the dog.

Dickens creates a feeling of excitement and energy when Florence finds Di. When Dickens describes Di as ‘continually
stopping, in the midst of a thousand extravagances’, this hyperbolic statement illustrates Di’s exuberance. Likewise the
continuous use of active verbs to describe Di’s movements, ‘stopped short’; ‘wheeled about’; ‘bounded’, conveys huge
energy in a very visual way. The reader can picture the dog’s movements and the space they are in.
There is also a sense of great emotion at finding him. When Florence says “Oh, Di!” this short exclamation with the
exclamation mark indicates the intensity of her feeling. Similarly the question that Florence asks Di ‘How could I ever leave
you, Di, who would never leave me?’ conveys the closeness between them and Florence’s relief as we hear her thoughts.
The reader can understand the emotional energy and empathise with Florence’s feelings because they are so open.

Language and structural devices/techniques commonly found in fiction

Read through the whole in
more detail in preparation
for Question 4 using a
highlighter to note text
connected to setting,
character, perspective,
tone, theme and events

Question 4 – 15 marks - 30 minutes

The evaluation question

In this extract, the writer attempts to ……….. (do a certain thing)
Evaluate how successfully this is achieved.
Support your views with detailed reference to the text.

Your answer should be based on the whole text. You can use the acronym SPITE – setting, people, perspectives,
ideas, tone, theme and events to help you. This question does not ask you to analyse techniques, but you can use
them to help your evaluation.
You will be assessed on your depth of comment on the text, your critical judgement of the text and the writer’s craft,
and how well you choose references.
The exam gives you 4 sides to write on but aim to do a side and a half as a minimum.
Things to do to prepare for answering this question:
Break down the key words in the question thoughts/feelings: worries, anxieties, consider, perspective, asking
oneself questions, irrational, spontaneous, feelings of love, connection, emotions. By doing this I can avoid
repeating the key words “thoughts and feelings” in my answer and it will help when I try and find relevant parts
of the text to focus my attention on.

Choose 3 ways in the text Florence’s thoughts and feelings are created.
• Through the setting
• Through the interactions with the dog
• Through the description of her
actions and explicit mention of her
feelings and thoughts.

Go through the text and describe where this happens. How it changes (if it
does).
You need to include some evaluation in this so this means saying why you
think this is successful. You can use evaluative adverbs or other ways to do
this. If I have time I like to write a final paragraph which pulls my points
together.

Example answer
The extract opens with: “In the wildness of her sorrow, shame, and terror, the forlorn girl hurried through the sunshine of a bright morning, as if it were the
darkness of a winter night”. In this phrase Dickens uses the setting to indicate her mood. This list of three abstract emotional states “sorrow, shame and terror”
instantly allows us to see that she is in a very poor emotional state. The writer then actually juxtaposes her mood against the weather. The contrast between the
brightness of the morning, representing hope and positivity, and the darkness of her mood is extreme. The use of opposites successfully conveys her worry by
contrasting it against a familiar sight of a bright morning. However maybe this brightness is pointing to a positive outcome, and shows that maybe she is unduly sad
and sorrowful. This contrast continues into the next paragraph where the street has a “cheerful vista” whereas Florence has a “hurt bosom”.
As we follow Florence on her journey through the busy streets, we feel connected to her and empathise with her situation because of how closely the writer
follows her. It seems that Dickens is trying to show her confusion by indication her thought process and the questions she is asking herself. “Where to go? Still
somewhere, anywhere! still going on; but where!” these short bursts of thought show her trying to connect with the outside world while she is trapped within.
There sense of confusion and powerlessness is efficiently conveyed through the internal monologue.
. This introspection and worry dramatically changes as Florence is reunited with her dog. The focus is now on Di and his cheerful and exuberant manner. Up to that
point the focus of the narrative had been purely on Florence and how difficult she was finding the streets. Now it changes and we see less description of her
thoughts but more description of how she behaves with Di. “Florence bent down on the pavement, and laid his rough, old, loving, foolish head against her breast”
this is a symbolic act of love and shows a change in her feelings from “sorrow, shame, and terror” to being “carried onward in a stream of life”. This metaphorical
phrase clearly shows how she is becoming more like the setting around her which is bright and energetic.
The tone of the piece becomes more positive and optimistic as it goes through and Dickens intentionally does this take the pressure off trying to look inside her
and to show how her emotions are lightening and her thoughts become less inward looking and are able to take in everything around her.
The door of the house she is gong to visit “stood open, inviting her to enter”. The tone is now welcoming and kind with the personification of a door and it also
skilfully infers that Florence is going to be accepted and find peace.
Dickens vividly shows Florence's thoughts and feelings through the description of the environment, including the weather, through the inclusion of the character of
a happy puppy and finally through the narration of her actions as she moves through the town in confusion and eventually reaches a place of refuge.

Evaluation Continued
Some evaluative adverbs:
powerfully
successfully
continuously
vividly
succinctly
clearly
ubiquitously
intentionally

strongly
effectively
efficiently
concisely
skilfully
Deliberately
cleverly
Colourfully

Some useful verbs for analysis and evaluation to use
instead of “show” ie the writer “shows” a sense of
tension:
Creates
Portrays
Suggests
Conveys
Describes
Communicates
Voices
Depicts
Indicates
Illustrates
Presents

Question 5 or 6: Imaginative writing task
40 marks – 45 minutes
Please see all resources you have been given on this: Creating
character; show, don’t tell; creating setting; using interesting
metaphors; using dialogue; powerful openings and closes.
The mark scheme says it can be narrative, descriptive or monologue.
It can contain some elements of rhetorical devices such as direct
address to the reader. However it should mainly be story telling.
You will be given a choice of two tasks. One of them will have a
picture prompt.
Use vocabulary from the texts to help.
You could even write the story from a different perspective or write
the story that continues from where it left off. However it should be a
whole piece of writing. You can write in first or third person.
Aim to write a minimum of two and a half sides.
Give yourself enough time to make a quick plan and to proofread at
the end.
You will be assessed on content, organisation of ideas, style, tone and
technical skills like spelling, punctuation, sentence structure and
vocabulary use. 24 marks for content and organisation and 16 marks
for SPAG.
When writing a story, be careful to tell your it consistently in one
tense: past or present; don’t slip between the two.
In my opinion the best way to prepare for this is to have a bank of 4
stories which have got great vocabulary, lots of language features and
are beautifully organised. You will be able to adapt one of them for
your exam task.

Final notes
• The questions in this guide are taken from the June 2019 paper 1.
• This is just an overview of the paper. There are lots of resources, guidebooks, exercises
for the longer questions: 3, 4, and 5/6 . You will also find grade boundaries from
previous years.
• We use Edexcel/Pearson exam board. You can find a lot of other past papers here from
June and November exam series. You will also find mark schemes and marked answers
(examiner reports).
• It is important to practise the skills you need to use to answer the questions, first in a
non-timed environment, and gradually building up to exam conditions.
• When working in timed conditions always move on from question 3. You can only get 6
marks for it. Your answer should be brief.
• Some students like to read the text through, then do the writing question and then do
the reading. Being disciplined with your time is the most important thing you can do.
• If you are eligible for extra time that will usually mean 25% extra. If you or your teacher
feels that your handwriting is too difficult to read, ask about using a word processor
(spell check will be disabled).

Timing overview
Question
1 and 2
3
4

Focus
Comprehension
Language and Structure
Evaluation

5 or 6

Imaginative Writing

How much to write
Short quotes
Two thirds of a page
One and a half
sides minimum
2 ½ sides minimum

How much time
5 minutes
15 minutes
30 minutes
45 minutes

